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Big Wave culture[ edit ] A surfer in Santa Cruz, California A non-competitive adventure activity involving
riding the biggest waves possible known as "rhino hunting" is also popular with some surfers. A practice
popularized in the s has seen big wave surfing revolutionized, as surfers use personal watercraft to tow them
out to a position where they can catch previously unrideable waves see tow-in surfing. These waves were
previously unrideable due to the speed at which they travel. Personal watercraft also allow surfers to survive
wipeouts. In many instances surfers would not survive the battering of the "sets" groups of waves together.
This spectacular activity is extremely popular with television crews, but because such waves rarely occur in
heavily populated regions, and usually only a very long way out to sea on outer reefs, few spectators see such
events directly. Though surfers come from all walks of life, the basis of the beach bum stereotype comes from
that great enthusiasm that surfers can have for their sport. Dedication and perfectionism are also qualities that
surfers bring to what many have traditionally regarded as a commitment to a lifestyle as well as a sport. Tidal
variations vary greatly among the various global surfing regions, and the effect the tide has on specific spots
can vary greatly among the spots within each area. Locations such as Bali, Panama, and Ireland experience
meter tide fluctuations, whereas in Hawaii the difference between high and low tide is typically less than one
meter. Surfing on the Gold Coast, Australia Each surf break is different, since the underwater topography of
one place is unlike any other. At beach breaks, the sandbanks can change shape from week to week, so it takes
commitment to get good waves. The saying "You should have been here yesterday," became a commonly used
phrase for bad conditions. The quest for perfect surf has given rise to a field of tourism based on the surfing
adventure. Yacht charters and surf camps offer surfers access to the high quality surf found in remote, tropical
locations, where tradewinds ensure offshore conditions. Along with the rarity of what surfers consider truly
perfect surf conditions due to changing weather and surf condition and the inevitable hunt for great waves,
surfers often become dedicated to their sport in a way that precludes a more traditional life. Surfing, instead,
becomes their lifestyle. The goals of those who practice the sport vary, but throughout its history, many have
seen surfing as more than a sport, as an opportunity to harness the waves and to relax and forget about their
daily routines. These " Soul Surfers " are a vibrant and long-standing sub-group. A surf break that forms great
surfable waves may easily become a coveted commodity, especially if the wave only breaks there rarely. If
this break is near a large population center with many surfers, territorialism often arises. Regular surfers who
live around a desirable surf break may often guard it jealously, hence the expression "locals only. Localism is
expressed when surfers are involved in verbal or physical threats or abuse to deter people from surfing at
certain surf spots. It is based in part on the belief that fewer people mean more waves per surfer. Fistral Beach
showing the beach bar setup ready for the Boardmasters Festival Some locals have been known to form loose
gangs that surf in a certain break or beach and fiercely protect their "territory" from outsiders. In Southern
California, at the Venice and Santa Monica beaches, local surfers are especially hostile to the surfers from the
San Fernando Valley whom they dub "vallies" or "valley kooks". The expression "Surf Nazi" arose in the s to
describe territorial, aggressive, and obsessive surfers, often involved in surf gangs or surf clubs. The term
"Surf Nazi" was originally used simply to denote the strict territorialism, violence and hostility to outsiders
and the absolute obsession with surfing that was characteristic in the so-called "surf nazis. Some surf clubs in
the s, particularly at Windansea in La Jolla, embraced the term by using the swastika symbol on their boards
and identified with Nazism as a counterculture though this may have just been an effort to keep out or scare
non-locals and may have been a tongue-in-cheek embrace of the "surf nazi" label as a form of rebellion. The
"locals only" attitude and protectionism of the Santa Monica surf spots in the early s was depicted in the movie
Lords of Dogtown , which was based on the documentary Dogtown and Z-Boys. Localism often exists due to
socioeconomic factors as well. Until relatively recently, surfers were looked down upon as lazy people on the
fringe of society hence the term "beach bum. For that reason as much as any other, these groups were resentful
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of outsiders, particularly those who were well-to-do and came to their beaches to surf recreationally rather
than as a way of life. Maroubra Beach in Australia became infamous for localism and other violence
chronicled in the documentary film Bra Boys about the eponymous group, although the surfers in the film
maintain they are not a "gang. If known territory is trespassed by members of another surf gang, violence
usually occurs. Long Beach is home to one of the oldest and biggest surf gangs, called "Longos. Surf gangs
have gained notoriety over the years, especially with the production of Bra Boys. Wolfpak[ edit ] The Wolfpak
was originally composed of a few select surfers from Kauai, Hawaii who believed in respecting localism. If a
visiting surfer collided with another surfer, this could result in serious harm or death. They attempt to preserve
their way of life and realize the implications that a lack of respect can have on Hawaiian culture. They
established international fame and attention in with the release of Bra Boys: Blood is Thicker than Water , a
documentary about the bonds and struggles of the many gang members. Many of the Bra Boys came from
impoverished homes and families torn apart by drug use. To them the Bra Boys were much more than a gang,
they were a group of friends, a family of their own that loved to surf and always stood up for each other. This
was especially documented in the waters around Hawaii. Until the s these women were actively engaged in
surfing. This changed when American missionaries came to the islands and told them that it was not proper for
women to be surfing. Women did not begin surfing around the Hawaiian islands again until the late s. By the
end of World War II surfing would have a major revival that increased its popularity and participating
membership. One example of this are the Gidget movie trilogy and TV series based on the book by the same
title. In spite of this it was still believed that women should be the viewers rather than the participants of
surfing. This is seen in their working together to organize surfing competitions for women. There had been
competitions for women held in the 50s and 60s but these were amateur events. The 70s and 80s saw a shift in
this as women entered into the world of professional surf competitions. This caused a change in the style with
which women surfed at the time by focusing more on their power and speed as athletes rather than being
aesthetically pleasing to the viewer. Today, professional female surfers continue to have a difficult time being
recognized as athletes, and must deal with the continued objectification and sexual gazes from spectators.
Women do not win the same amount in prize money as men do. These women have also indicated that the
issue of pay equality arises when it comes to corporate sponsorships by surf brands. There is a prioritization
here for the brands to hire surfers who appear more conventionally attractive but not be the most talented of
surfers.
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Though it was their overall strangeness and shared taste in non-mainstream music that caused them to become
friends, both appeared to be headed for very conventional careers. Leary, at the time one semester shy of his
degree, dropped out of college and followed Haynes. By , the band were backed by the sibling rhythm section
composed of bassist Quinn Mathews and his brother, drummer Scott Mathews. The band did not gain a
following in San Antonio, and purchased a van to return to California later that summer. The last of these,
King Coffey born Jeffrey Coffey , is still with the band to this day. Though Nervosa and Coffey repeatedly
referred to themselves, and were referred to, as siblings, it has since been revealed that the two only presented
themselves as such due to their similar appearances, and are not actually related. Both were originally offered
to Alternative Tentacles, with the first being Psychic Mostly made up of live performances of songs from their
debut, it prompted some critics and fans to joke that they had released the same album twice. They then
crisscrossed the country for several months, including a show in Seattle, that made a fan of future
Soundgarden guitarist Kim Thayil. While in San Francisco at the end of the tour, and without a place to live,
the band collectively decided to move to Winterville a small town outside Athens, Georgia , where they
admittedly made a hobby of stalking members of R. Some of this footage was eventually packaged as Blind
Eye Sees All , their only official video release to date. They purchased their first 8-track recorder at this time,
and used it to record two songs later used on the A-side of Cream Corn from the Socket of Davis. Once
Alternative Tentacles finally declined, the group went back into the studio to record two new tracks to replace
"Two Part" and "Tornadoes", which were originally intended for Rembrandt Nervosa rejoined them Cabbage
having been fired months earlier , and they went to work on crafting their first home studio in a rental house
on the outskirts of town. Before long, they started a leisurely recording session for their third full-length
project. As with the rental home, the compound was turned into a de facto recording studio. They did not live
together in the new house for long, though, with Coffey being the first to move out and get his own place.
They all had separate residences by The following sessions took only one week, as the band had been
performing most of the material for years. In contrast, songs on their earlier recordings had undergone far
more in-studio development and experimentation. Pinkus has expressed the opinion that the later,
better-organized sessions stifled much of the spontaneous creativity that had propelled their earlier releases.
While half of the material is as extreme sounding as their earlier work, other songs are more conventional.
This was the first Butthole Surfers album to make extensive use of acoustic guitar. Hairway to Steven did not
have song titles when first released, and instead represented each track with an absurdist, often scatological ,
cartoon. Like their studio recordings, their live shows were beginning to lose much of their earlier chaos. The
strongest of these recordings were packaged as Double Live , a limited edition double album released on vinyl
and cassette in , and on CD the following year. Issued in response to widespread, for-profit bootlegging of
their live shows, it contained performances of songs from all of their previous studio albums and EPs. Shortly
after leaving, she was diagnosed with an aneurysm, and was forced to undergo brain surgery. She further
began to suffer from strobe light-induced seizures. Released in April , it featured more electronic
instrumentation, but was largely viewed as a disappointment in comparison to past recordings. Both Haynes
and Leary have since expressed displeasure with the album. The following year, Butthole Surfers shocked
many fans and critics by signing with the major label Capitol Records. A lot of people gave us grief for doing
that, but fuck: When Pinkus left in , [2] the remaining members enlisted a series of fill-in musicians, and
continued to tour sporadically, even as all three pursued side projects. At first they were seeking to increase
their profits from the albums released by the label, because the label chose a strategy of non-promotion. The
case quickly became a fight for all ownership rights that dragged on for more than three years. A planned
project, After the Astronaut, was scrapped and Butthole Surfers acrimoniously split with their manager, Tom
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Bunch. Rusk provided the band with indecipherable accounting statements. Rusk continued to insist his
actions were honest even though the U. Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit found otherwise. The
album was released in August , and reached number on the Billboard It was their most electronic album to
date, [49] [58] and the single "The Shame of Life" peaked at number 24 on the Billboard Modern Rock Tracks
chart. While promoting the side project, Haynes indicated that another Butthole Surfers studio album was
likely, and remarked that it would be "noisy". It was the first time the reunited line up played together since
And this may be our last. Recently, Paul Leary and King Coffey have both stated that the band will tour again
if they can pull off another album. Currently, Paul Leary is producing the debut album from Carny. A report in
The New York Times suggested that, even though Butthole Surfers had not released an album of new material
since , the "songs are practically incidental to the spectacle" after seeing them perform along with psychedelic
band Lumerians in Brooklyn. States and one appearance in Canada from August 26, to September 11, As of
the group are on hiatus, with Leary saying: That hour on stage is a whole lot of fun, but the other 23 hours off
stage just fucking suck. Especially now that Trump is president, jeez! They decided to keep the moniker, and
have largely been billed as such ever since. In a Rolling Stone interview, when asked if he could go back and
choose a different name for the band, Haynes replied "I would name the band: Many clubs, newspapers, radio,
and TV stations refuse to print or mention their full name, and instead opted to use "B. Surfers", or other
abbreviations. This performance features strobe lights , smoke machines and a projected film in the
background. In the s, Butthole Surfers earned a reputation for their disturbing live performances that were both
decadent and violent. As a result, they began to attract a wide range of curiosity seekers within a few years of
their debut, in addition to traditional fans of punk rock who had supported them from the beginning. As with
their music, their appearance was exceptionally non-conventional in the early days, including sideways
mohawks, dreadlocks, unnaturally colored hair, and the like. At other times he would hide condoms full of
stage blood in his clothes and repeatedly fall to the floor, appearing to bleed profusely. He also often utilized
various foot switches which would be used to activate certain vocal effects, and when thought to be dancing
during some performances he would actually be stepping on his various pedals. Adding to the spectacle were
Coffey and Nervosa, who played in unison on stand-up drum kits; behind which they would collapse onto the
floor and out of eyeshot, to collect their breath and strength before rising just in time to play the next song.
Finally, the whole band would often tear apart stuffed animals while on stage, throwing the stuffing through
the air, creating a rather disturbing throbbing effect, caused by the stroboscopes that were always on. This
came after only five songs, during which time Haynes had started a small fire. Shortly afterwards, the band
purchased what was reported as several thousand dollars worth of stolen strobe lights at a bargain rate, and
their visual equipment soon took up more space than their instruments. Smoke machines were later added.
This set-up allowed them to play a number of overlapping movies at the same time which were often strangely
angled, upside down or played in reverse. Combined with the increasing number of strobe lights, the effect
created a visually disorienting atmosphere, which occasionally caused epileptic seizures in audience members.
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Associate editor, The Inertia The 10 Most Influential Surfers of All Time While estimates of the number of
surfers world wide vary wildly, there are a select few that, for one reason or another, have left an indelible
mark on surfing. Slater is back as the world rankings leader for While estimates of the number of surfers
worldwide vary wildly from 5 million to 23 million , there are a select few that, for one reason or another,
have left an indelible mark on surfing. The Duke Duke Kahanamoku is hailed as the father of modern surfing.
A full-blooded Hawaiian from Honolulu, Hawaii, the Duke is responsible for spreading a view of surfing that
has since soaked into the masses and stuck fast. Born in , the original Beach Boy was the first of five children,
all of which turned into extraordinary watermen in their own right. Kahanamoku however, was head and
shoulders above them all. At the young age of 20, he broke the American short-distance swimming record for
the yard sprint and the beat yard world record by almost five seconds. The next year, in , he set another world
record at the Olympics in Stockholm, Sweden. In , he won gold in the both the and meter freestyle relay. After
a disc jockey from Honolulu became his manager in , the Duke became the face of a litany of businesses that
used his surfer image paired with the now-popular Hawaiian lifestyle. At the age of 77, Duke Kahanamoku
died of a heart attack, after a lifetime of piling the building blocks that would become modern surfing. He was
named Surfer of the Century in , and the U. Postal Service issued a stamp honoring him in Miki Dora Miki
Dora is, in large part, responsible for the rebel-side of surfing. On and off the waves, Miklos "Miki" Dora
carried himself in such a way that attracted throngs of followers and hangers-on, much to his very apparent
disdain. Thought of as somewhat of a walking contradiction, Miki seemed to often seek out attention, then
chastise who ever gave it to him. For all of his fame and press, Dora remains today one of the least known
surfers. He spent much of his life as a loner, not for lack of people in his life, but for his own personal dislike
for most of them. As a teen, he spent most of his time bouncing from San Onofre to Malibu, and frequented
spots in between. As he grew older, though, he spent more time at Malibu, eventually mastering the wave in a
way that no one had before, or has since. Dora died of cancer in at the age of 67, after a troubled few decades.
By the mids, he was on the run, and stayed that way until , when he spent most of that year in jail. One of the
most fitting descriptions of Miki Dora came from a London Times obituary that described him as a "West
Coast archetype and antihero The s saw Kelly Slater register possibly the most dominant performance of any
athlete in any other sport. Not to mention a few Backdoor Shootout titles. For perspective, imagine if Rookie
of the Year, Nat Young, won the World Title next year, then continued to win for the next decade. By the time
he was twenty, he was the youngest ever world champion. Slater is from Cocoa Beach, Florida. Born in , he
began surfing at the age of six. At eighteen, he turned professional and started on the road to where he is now:
In , Slater took the role of Jimmy Slade on the hugely popular Baywatch, effectively rocketing him into
star-status -- and bringing surfing to the masses in a way that no one had before. After winning his sixth world
title in , Slater retired from full-time contest surfing. By , he had broken every pro surfing record. His home
state of Florida has a Kelly Slater Day and a foot tall statue of him. Not bad for a guy that slides around on top
of the water on a piece of foam. He spent nearly 25 years on the road, living in a succession of used campers.
He and his wife raised nine children in those campers, soaking them in the ocean and their idea of how life
should be lived. He and his family have been referred to as "The First Family of Surfing. After a successful
stint as a doctor, he packed his wife, Juliette, into a used camper van and started what would become one of
the most interesting surf-centric lives ever. He and Juliette ended up raising nine children in a number of
different vehicles, always on the move. His mother took him to Oahu and married a man named Bill Hamilton.
Hamilton excelled at much more that surfing, though: He invented foil-boarding -- which was not exactly an
original idea, but the application to surfing was. On August 17, , Hamilton broke more of those boundaries
when he surfed what was then the thickest, heaviest wave ever ridden. Born in , Gabaldon taught himself to
surf in the s at a segregated section of beach in Los Angeles called "The Inkwell," located 12 miles north of
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Malibu. On June 5th, , Nick Gabaldon surfed a solid south swell at Malibu. He was killed after riding into the
pier. The barriers he broke were indicative of the direction America was moving at the time, and his hands
were on a small part of a larger wheel. Jeff Spicoli For a non-existent person, the character played by Sean
Penn in Fast Times at Ridgemont High has had a larger influence on how the non-surfing public views surfers
than any other person, real or fake. Fast Times at Ridgemont High was selected by the U. National Film
Registry for preservation in , being deemed "culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant. Gidget Kathy
Kohner was born in Brentwood, California. In the mids, the diminutive Kohner began frequenting Malibu, and
became somewhat of a mascot for the local contingent there, including the likes of Terry "Tubesteak" Tracy,
Johnny Fain, and Miki Dora who helped paint the landscape of California surfing. The name stuck, and her
father, a screenwriter, took on her story as a book project in The book was turned into a movie in , and turned
into a phenomenon. The quiet perfection of s Malibu was stormed by armies of inland surfers, all desperate for
a piece of the lifestyle that was depicted. This was the true beginning of surf culture as we know it today:
Surfer Magazine was founded the year after, and the Beach Boys began their meteoric rise to fame. The s saw
many more Gidget novels and films released. Sean Collins Sean Collins changed surfing forever. A college
dropout with no meteorological training, Collins was a testament to passion: According to The Encyclopedia
of Surfing, he packaged data from ships, NOAA charts and satellite photos to build his own surf forecasts. In ,
word of his wave-predictions had spread, and he joined Surfline, a new company that, before the arrival of the
Internet, allowed people to get rough surf forecasts over the phone. In , he left Surfline and founded
WaveTrak, a service that did essentially the same thing as Surfline. In , Surfline moved to the Internet, a
previously uncharted territory, and turned the corner to what the company looks like now. In , he bought the
operation outright, then sold it in to Swell. When Sean Collins died in December of , thousands of people
honored his life and his contributions to surfing in a paddle-out at Huntington Beach. Bruce Brown Bruce
Brown did more to bring surfing to the non-surfing public than anyone else. He made his first surfing movie at
the age of 18 in Honolulu while he was in the navy, and made one every few years until , when The Endless
Summer was released. After being transferred to mm and re-edited, Newsweek called it one of the 10 Best
Films of It missed the mark,ironically, largely in part to the evolutionary fire under surfing for which the first
film was kindling. The Endless Summer portrayed surfers differently than any other film before-not as lazy,
beach-bum types, but as something a bit more passionate: Bruce Brown also was the first to film the Banzai
Pipeline. The groundbreaking footage he took of Phil Edwards that day in was featured in his fourth film,
Surfing Hollow Days.
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Instead, they can benefit from the advances of modern technology and a wide range of useful apps that make
the surfing experience even better. Here are 5 apps that I found very useful during my surfing trips. Boardline
This app was designed to help surfers find the right board. The app was developed by a water science engineer
who has a PhD in fluid dynamics, so you can be sure that is the best board research tool on the market. Bo a
rdline helps to find the perfect board in a simple way: Since the science behind the app is practically flawless,
all you need to do is submit your data and follow the app suggestions when choosing your board. But to do
that, you need to know what the current ocean conditions are in your location. All this data is updated hourly.
Check this app to know what the ocean has in store for you on any day. Surfline This app offers top-notch
forecasting services for surfers. Surfline is a surf forecasting website and now you can get all the short and
long-term forecasting on your mobile as well. The app offers access to current reports and high-quality
cameras located in surf locations around the world. The app is free, but I decided to become a premium
member because of the special forecasting tools that are accessible once you upgrade. The app was simply
indispensable during my last trip to Hawaii. Surfr Since everyone doing sports is so obsessed about
self-tracking, no wonder that the trend touched surfers as well. Surfr connects surfers with their friends by
helping them to share photos and other details about their surfing sessions. But the product also promotes
philanthropy by crowdsourcing user logs in order to determine the sanitation, conservation, and medical needs
in coastal communities around the globe. For example, users can document garbage on the beach and then the
app will coordinate with the right nonprofit organization to host a cleanup. I had no idea surfing could be used
for social good in this way. The app was designed to offer surfers detailed weather, tide, and swell
information, together with hazard and safety patrol data. It covers around 12, beaches in Australia, so the
chances are high the beach you choose for your next surfing adventure will be included. You can also find out
the location of red and yellow flags at the beaches. Moreover, the app provides information about UV indexes
to protect surfers from exposure to sun. Mobile technology has a huge impact on our daily lives â€” including
the way we do sports. And thanks to the spread of mobile apps, surfing is now even more exciting than before.
Try one of these apps and you will see how easily you can get all the essential information about your
prospective surfing locations to make your experience more rewarding as you hit the waves.
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These legends are the top ten best famous surfers of all time. Noll is widely known for his accomplishments in
large Hawaiian surf. Well, Noll was one of the first to do it. In , this crazy guy was leading the way in taking
on Waimea Bay. However, the big wave riding Noll, is most known for his epic foot wave he rode at Makaha
in , that nearly cost him his life. His style was unique and completely changed the way that barrels were
ridden. Tomson surfed for over 20 years, revolutionizing the sport, and managed to win the surfing World
Championship in Oh, and if you want to see the downside of his career. Irons is only one of four surfers to
have that many titles. Speaking of which, Irons is probably most known for his intense rivalry with Slater.
Irons and Slater were the subject of the famous New York Times article. When surfing news gets into that
paper, you know the heat is legit. Tragically though, Irons died in November of at the age of 32 due to heart
issues. Laird Hamilton This big wave surfer is a jack of all trades. Carroll also made his mark on surfing by
becoming the first surfer to receive a million dollar contract from a sponsor. Carroll collected 26 world tour
victories during his career and his fearlessness and historical impact in the s shows why he belongs on this list.
The Hawaiian surf legend dominated Pipeline so much with his victories at Pipeline Masters, that they
actually renamed the contest after him. Lopez is considered by most surfers to have been the best tube rider in
the world. Mark Richards Richards racked up titles like fat kids rack up pounds. Richards is a five time world
champion and only second to Kelly Slater in that department. Richards was never hesitant in bucking tradition
surfing trends. He took shaping lessons to perfect the design of boards and was the first surf champion to go to
a multi-fin design when the entire surfing world was using single fins. Come to think of it, this ranking may be
too low. Tom Curren Curren came from a family of surfers and when the dust settled, he claimed his spot as
one of the best surfers to ever hit the ocean. Curren was a three time world champion but his style and his
personality is probably what he is most known for. Some called him flighty and a jerk but fans and surfers
loved him. Duke Kahanamoku The father of modern day surfing was a three time Olympic gold medalist. He
was one of the first showmen of surfing before surfing became what it is today. He is probably the most
revered Hawaiian in history and his popularity cannot be denied. Even today, you see his chain of restaurants
all over the place; you see his statue down by Waikiki beach; and when you think of surfing, you will always
think of Duke. Kelly Slater pictured above Who else could possibly hold this spot? Kelly Slater is the Michael
Jordan of surfing. No one has dominated the sport like Kelly has. Slater is an 11 time world champion. No one
has even come close to matching that total. Even today he is still tearing it up and competing for titles. Kelly
Slater is responsible for making surfing mainstream and anchoring its popularity. He does it all. Joshua
Caudill is a writer for CraveOnline Sports. You can follow him on Twitter JoshuaCaudill85 or subscribe at
Facebook.
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9: The Best Famous Surfers Of All-Time
The Surfers are out there almost every weekend, racing once (sometimes twice) a week. And during the week they
continue with their normal responsibilities.
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